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a b s t r a c t

The validity of the Rovamo–Barten modulation transfer function model for describing spatial contrast
sensitivity in vertebrates was examined using published data for the human, macaque, cat, goldfish,
pigeon and rat. Under photopic conditions, the model adequately described overall contrast sensitivity
for changes in both stimulus luminance and stimulus size for each member of this diverse range of spe-
cies. From this examination, optical, retinal and post-retinal neural processes subserving contrast sensi-
tivity were quantified. An important retinal process is lateral inhibition and values of its associated point
spread function (PSF) were obtained for each species. Some auxiliary contrast sensitivity data obtained
from the owl monkey were included for these calculations. Modeled values of the lateral inhibition
PSF were found to correlate well with ganglion cell receptive field surround size measurements obtained
directly from electrophysiology. The range of vertebrates studied was then further extended to include
the squirrel monkey, tree shrew, rabbit, chicken and eagle. To a first approximation, modeled estimates
of lateral inhibition PSF width were found to be inversely proportional to the square root of ganglion cell
density. This finding is consistent with a receptive field surround diameter that changes in direct propor-
tion to the distance between ganglion cells for central vision. For the main species examined, contrast
sensitivity is considerably less than that for the human. Although this is due in part to a reduction in
the performance of both optical and retinal mechanisms, the model indicates that poor cortical detection
efficiency plays a significant role.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Contrast sensitivity as determined from spatial sine-wave
gratings, has now become a common indicator of the ability of
the human visual system to process spatial frequency information
(De Valois & De Valois, 1990; Regan, 1991). At a given grating spa-
tial frequency, contrast sensitivity is defined as the inverse of
Michelson contrast at the threshold of grating detection. As spatial
frequency increases from low values, photopic contrast sensitivity
typically increases, passes through a maximum and then decreases
toward unity at a limiting frequency value often referred to as
‘‘acuity”. Contrast sensitivity has also been directly measured for
a diverse range of animals using both behavioural and electrophys-
iological techniques. From a study of published behavioural data,
Uhlrich, Essock, and Lehmkuhle (1981) have illustrated that in vir-
tually all animals, contrast sensitivity also displays a band-pass
characteristic, although the magnitude of the contrast sensitivity
function and associated frequency range vary considerably from
species to species.

It is now generally accepted that three important pre-cortical
processes contribute to spatial vision as characterized by contrast
ll rights reserved.
sensitivity in both the human and non-human species. The first
is image formation through basic eye optics and the second is sig-
nal loss through the discrete spatial organization of retinal recep-
tors. The third process is high-pass spatial filtering through
lateral inhibition mediated by horizontal and amacrine cells. The
combined effect of all these processes produces the band-pass
characteristic of the contrast sensitivity function.

A theoretical model of these processes and how they link to-
gether has now been developed using the modulation transfer
function (MTF) concept. Two versions of essentially the same mod-
el have been published by Barten (1999) and in a series of papers
by Rovamo and co-workers (Rovamo, Kankaanpaa, & Kukkonen,
1999; Rovamo, Luntinen, & Nasanen, 1993; Rovamo, Mustonen, &
Nasanen, 1994). The applicability of the Rovamo–Barten model
for human vision has already been demonstrated by Barten
(1999) using published data obtained for a range of stimulus and
viewing conditions. These include changes in grating mean lumi-
nance (Patel, 1966; van Meeteren & Vos, 1972; van Nes & Bouman,
1967), grating size (Carlson, 1982; Rovamo et al., 1993), number of
stimulus cycles (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979) and retinal eccentricity
(Kelly, 1984: Robson & Graham, 1981; Virsu & Rovamo, 1979). It
has also been shown that the Rovamo–Barten model can be used
to derive the optical modulation transfer function from vertebrate
contrast sensitivity data (Jarvis & Wathes, 2007).
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We will show in this communication that the Rovamo–Barten
model can be used to describe overall spatial contrast sensitivity
in a diverse range of species. By an analysis of the mathematical
form of the model, we will also show that basic retinal and post-
retinal mechanisms controlling contrast sensitivity can be
quantified and directly compared on an inter-species basis. Where
possible, these results are compared with mechanistic evaluations
determined by electrophysiology. This work extends our previous
study of vertebrate spatial vision (Jarvis & Wathes, 2007) and par-
allels the MTF-based modelling conducted on vertebrate temporal
vision (Jarvis, Prescott, & Wathes, 2003; Jarvis, Taylor, Prescott,
Meeks, & Wathes, 2002).

2. The model and its application

2.1. The Rovamo–Barten MTF model

The basic Rovamo–Barten model is summarized in Fig. 1. In this
scheme, O represents the MTF associated with the combined effect
of optics and retinal sampling, and H represents the MTF associated
with lateral inhibition in the retina. The symbol u denotes spatial
frequency (c.deg�1). Photon noise (Nqt) is added at the point of
quantal absorbtion by the photoreceptors and in the human visual
system has a significant impact on contrast sensitivity at low lumi-
nances. Neural noise (Nit) is also included in the model. Spatial con-
trast sensitivity (S) is defined as,

SðuÞ ¼ mðuÞ�1 ð1Þ

where m denotes the Michelson contrast of a sine-wave grating (of
spatial frequency u c deg�1) at the threshold of detection. The Rov-
amo–Barten model gives for S,

SðuÞ ¼ K � OðuÞ � HðuÞ � AðuÞ � ½NðuÞ��0:5
; ð2Þ

where K and A relate to cortical signal detection and integration and
define the final image interpretation stage of the model. The second
term O in Eq. (2) is a product of both the MTF representing optical
attenuation (OMTF) and the MTF representing the action of retinal
sampling (MTFr). The function N represents the total noise in the vi-
sual system and is a combination of photon and neural noise.

Each of the functions given in Eq. (2) are analytic and contain
parameters which can be specifically related to both optical and
neural mechanisms. In summary these parameters are u* (which
defines OMTF and represents the spatial frequency at half its max-
imum value), r (which defines MTFr and represents the standard
deviation of the ganglion cell sampling line spread function), uo

(which defines H and represents the spatial frequency above which
lateral inhibition ceases to operate), Xmax, Rmax (which define A and
represent upper size and frequency limits respectively of spatial
integration), Nit (which partially defines N and represents neural
noise in the visual system), g (quantum efficiency) and K (cortical
detection). Full mathematical descriptions of O, H, A, N and K to-
gether with the methods used to evaluate numerical values for
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Rovamo–Barten model for
their parameters are given in the Appendix. To facilitate the prac-
tical evaluation of these parameters, g and Nit are combined to de-
fine the new parameter (g Nit). This procedure leads to the
quantification of a ‘‘system detection efficiency” term

p
g K. Theo-

retically, a given species will be defined by a unique set of param-
eter values which fully quantify the optical and neural mechanisms
affecting its spatial contrast sensitivity.

2.2. Application of the model to measured spatial contrast sensitivity

2.2.1. Variation in stimulus size
The Rovamo–Barten model predicts an increase in low fre-

quency contrast sensitivity as grating size increases (see Eq.
(A12), Section A.4.2 of the Appendix). For a given species, this
behaviour can be examined and the numerical parameter Xmax con-
tained within the model function A in Eq. (2) evaluated, providing
contrast sensitivity measurements are available for two grating
sizes. At least six individual species (including the human) can be
identified where contrast sensitivity has been measured for this
stimulus requirement. These are the macaque (measured for grat-
ing sizes of 2 deg (De Valois, Morgan, & Snodderley, 1974) and
6.8 deg (Smith, Harwerth, & Crawford, 1985), humans (measured
for a range of grating sizes from 0.5 to 60 deg (Carlson,1982)),
the pigeon (grating sizes of 8 and 30 deg (Hodos, Ghim, Potocki,
Fields, & Storm, 2002)), the cat (grating sizes of 8 deg (Blake, Cool,
& Crawford, 1974), 12 deg (Pasternak & Merigan, 1981) and 19 deg
(Bisti & Maffei, 1974)), the hooded rat (grating sizes of 20 and
60 deg (Legg, 1984)), and the goldfish (grating sizes of 20 deg
(Northmore & Dvorak, 1979) and 40 deg (Bilotta & Powers,
1991)). The data points in Fig. 2 are contrast sensitivity measure-
ments obtained from these studies. The frequency axis in Fig. 2
(and also Figs. 3 and 4 in this communication) has been plotted
as u � 10 (c deg�1) to assist in visual clarity. Measured contrast
sensitivity for each species (except one data set for the cat), follows
predictions given from the Rovamo–Barten model, ie a low fre-
quency increase in contrast sensitivity as grating size increases.
The curves in Fig. 2 represent these predictions, where for each
species, parameter values were calculated according to the proce-
dures outlined in the Appendix (Section A.4). As shown in the
Appendix, to numerically define the complete set of parameters
for a given species, measured contrast sensitivity data must also
be available at two luminance levels. This data requirement has
been met for the six species outlined above and details of these
studies given in Section 2.2.2 below. The model parameter values
calculated from these data are given in Tables 1 and 2.

All measured contrast sensitivity values given in Fig. 2 are from
behavioural experiments except for the pigeon data for a grating
size of 30 deg, which were obtained by Hodos et al., 2002 from
the pattern electroretinogram (PERG). In the pigeon comparison,
both the PERG and the behavioural 8 deg data are for an 8 Hz flick-
er presentation of the grating stimulus. Behavioural contrast sensi-
tivity is higher than that obtained from the PERG by a factor which
spatial contrast sensitivity. Symbols defined in the main text.



Fig. 2. Variation in spatial contrast sensitivity (S) with stimulus (grating) size. Data points are measured values, and curves represent the Rovamo–Barten model predictions.
Model parameter values as defined in Table 1 (a) Human. Target sizes; 60 deg (filled circles), 6.5 deg (open circles), 2.3 deg (filled squares), 1.0 deg (open squares), 0.5 deg
(filled triangles). (b) Macaque. Target sizes; 6.8 deg (filled circles), 2 deg (open circles). (c) Goldfish. Target sizes; 40 deg (filled circles), 20 deg (open circles). (d) Rat. Target
sizes; 60 deg (filled circles), 20 deg (open circles). (e) Pigeon. Target sizes; 30 deg (filled circles), 8 deg (open circles). (f) Cat. Target sizes; 19 deg (filled circles), 8 deg (open
circles), 12 deg (crosses).
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is approximately constant at all frequencies (Hodos et al., 2002).
The PERG data for the pigeon in Fig. 2 have therefore been in-
creased by a factor of 2.8, this being the value which results in
an overlay of the high frequency data for both experimental condi-
tions. It will be noted that the high frequency measured data for
the pigeon are lower than that predicted from the model. This is
expected, because a flicker presentation of the stimulus signifi-
cantly lowers high frequency contrast sensitivity in the pigeon.
At low frequencies, 8Hz flicker has only a small effect on contrast
sensitivity compared with steady state (0 Hz) presentation (Hodos,
Potocki, Ghim, & Gaffney, 2003).

With reference to the cat results shown in Fig. 2, the Pasternak
and Merigan (1981) data for a 12 deg grating are not consistent
with the results obtained from the other two studies (Bisti &
Maffei, 1974; Blake et al., 1974). The Pasternak & Merigan data
(shown as crosses) indicate a higher degree of low-frequency loss
in sensitivity.

2.2.2. Variation in stimulus luminance
The data points in Fig. 3 represent measured contrast sensitivity

values for a range of grating mean luminance levels for the species
examined in Sections 2.2.1. These data are from; van Meeteren and
Vos (1972) (human observers), De Valois et al. (1974) (macaque),
Bilotta and Powers (1991) (goldfish), Birch and Jacobs (1979)
(rat), Ghim (1997) (pigeon) and Pasternak and Merigan (1981)
(cat). The results shown in Fig. 3 have been re-expressed in terms
of contrast sensitivity/mean luminance (S/L). This particular term,
usually referred to as ‘‘amplitude sensitivity”, gives a clearer repre-
sentation of contrast sensitivity in graphs showing results for a
wide range of stimulus luminances. Note that the ratio (S/L) in-
creases as stimulus luminance decreases. The curves in Fig. 3 are
modeled values of (S/L) with parameter values given in Tables 1
and 2. For each species, good agreement is seen between measured
and modeled contrast sensitivity except at very low luminances.
This deviation between measurement and theory is particularly
pronounced for the cat. The model also gives a poor representation
of low frequency sensitivity with this particular data.

In the model calculations given in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the
parameter gNit was determined for each species from contrast sen-
sitivity measurements obtained at the highest and second highest
luminance level (see Section A.4.4 of the Appendix). Parameter
Rmax was evaluated from contrast sensitivity at the highest lumi-
nance level (see Section A.4.6 for details) and the optical
parameter u* evaluated for each luminance from high frequency



Fig. 3. Variation in spatial amplitude sensitivity (S/L) with stimulus luminance. S denotes contrast sensitivity and L denotes mean grating luminance. Data points are
measured values, and curves represent the Rovamo–Barten model predictions. In each graph, S/L increases with decreasing luminance at any given frequency. Model
parameter values are given for each species in Tables 1 and 2. (a) Human. Luminance levels; 10.0 (filled circles), 1.0 (open circles), 0.1 (filled triangles), 0.01 (open triangles)
and 0.001 (filled squares) cd m�2. (b) Macaque. Luminance levels; 17.1 (filled circles), 1.17 (open circles), 0.17 (filled triangles), 0.017 (open triangles) and 0.0017 (filled
squares) cd m�2. (c) Goldfish. Luminance levels; 10.0 (filled circles), 0.001 (open circles), 0.00001 (filled triangles) cd m�2. (d) Rat. Luminance levels; 3.4 (filled circles), 0.34
(open circles), 0.034 (filled triangles), 0.0034 (open triangles) cd m�2. (e) Pigeon. Luminance levels; 16.0 (filled circles), 5.0 (open circles), 1.6 (filled triangles), 0.5 (open
triangles) and 0.16 (filled squares) cd m�2. (f) Cat. Luminance levels; 16.0 (filled circles), 0.16 (open circles), 0.0016 (filled triangles), and 0.000016 (open triangles) cd m�2.
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data (see Section A.4.1) The sampling parameter r for the human,
goldfish, rat, pigeon and cat was obtained from Jarvis and Wathes
(2007). For the macaque, r was calculated in the manner given
elsewhere (Jarvis & Wathes, 2007) using ganglion cell density data
published by Pettigrew, Dreher, Hopkins, McCall, and Brown
(1988). Retinal illuminance (I) values required in the model calcu-
lations (see Section A.1 in the Appendix) were determined from
pupil size and PND data as described elsewhere (Hughes, 1977;
Jarvis, et al., 2003). PND values for human observers, goldfish,
rat, pigeon and cat were taken from Jarvis and Wathes (2007)
and that for the macaque from Pettigrew et al. (1988). Pupil size
data for the appropriate luminance level were obtained from Le



Fig. 4. (a) Theoretical contrast sensitivity (Rovamo–Barten) model for the human observer (h), macaque (m), cat (c), pigeon (p) goldfish (gf) and rat (r). Comparison is for a
fixed retinal illuminance of 1000 Td and grating size of 5 deg. (b) As for Fig. 4 a, but with each species having the human system detection efficiency (

p
g�K) and noise (g�Nit).

Table 1
Numerical values of the Rovamo–Barten model parameters for six species including the human observer

p
g K s0.5 uo c deg�1 Xmax deg Rmax cycles r arc min g Nit s deg2

Human 1.28 � 10�2 7.0 9.0 30.1 0.15 9.0 � 10�10

Macaque 2.7 � 10�3 7.0 8.0 9.0 0.15 9.0 � 10�10

Goldfish 1.9 � 10�3 0.2 23.0 4.0 2.4 3.1 � 10�7

Rat 9.7 � 10�5 0.1 81.0 10.2 6.29 1.8 � 10�7

Pigeon 1.14 � 10�4 0.8 9.8 12.2 0.665 4.2 � 10�9

Cat 4.0 � 10�4 0.3 16.7 7.48 0.93 1.8 � 10�9

p
g�K = system detection efficiency (where g denotes quantum efficiency and K cortical detection factor).

uo = spatial frequency above which lateral inhibition ceases.
Xmax = upper size limit for spatial integration.
Rmax = upper frequency limit for spatial integration.
r = standard deviation of the ganglion cell sampling line spread function.
g�Nit = system noise term.

Table 2
Numerical values of the optical parameter u* for six species including the human
observer

u*
1 c deg�1 u*

2 c deg�1 u*
3 c deg�1 u*

4 c deg�1 u*
5 c deg�1

Human 9.0 8.0 6.5 5.1 4.4
Macaque 16.0 14.0 10.0 8.4 7.1
Goldfish 1.15 1.15 1.15 — —
Rat 0.63 0.6 0.58 0.58 —
Pigeon 5.91 4.9 3.9 3.4 3.0
Cat 1.6 1.29 1.29 1.29 —

Subscript number scale 1–5 denotes increasing levels of stimulus luminance. For a
given species, luminance levels are as indicated in Fig. 3.
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Grand (1968) (human), Clarke, Zhang, and Gamlin (2003) (maca-
que), Jarvis and Wathes (2007) (goldfish), Hughes (1977) (rat),
Ghim (1997) (pigeon) and Hammond and Mouat (1985) (cat).

2.3. Theoretical inter-species comparison

Determination of the numerical value of individual parameters
in the Rovamo–Barten model enables a detailed study to be made
of inter-species differences in contrast sensitivity. The first
inter-species performance comparison is shown in Fig. 4a which
illustrates modeled contrast sensitivity curves at a fixed retinal
illuminance of 1000 Td and grating size of 5 deg. This particular
comparison shows the theoretical performance differences
between species for a photometrically balanced light level input
to the visual neural system. For each species, u* was estimated
from the variation found in this optical parameter as a function
of luminance when the modeled curves in Fig. 3 were derived.
All other parameters are as given in Table 1. In this particular com-
parison, overall performance (as reflected by maximum sensitivity)
is ranked; human observers, macaque, cat, goldfish, pigeon and rat.
The theoretical curves clearly show the superior overall contrast
sensitivity performance of the human observer compared with
all other species. The parameter values of Tables 1 and 2 also show
that all species (except the macaque) display both a reduced
optical performance and retinal sampling capacity compared with
the human visual system. These particular reductions in visual per-
formance account for much of the high frequency sensitivity loss
observed in the cat, goldfish, pigeon and rat. A key question, how-
ever, is how do other neural factors individually influence overall
contrast sensitivity.

To answer this basic question, trial parameter variations in
the model were carried out. These revealed that a reduction in
value of the cortical information summation factors Xmax and
Rmax in the model will decrease contrast sensitivity at low and
high spatial frequency respectively. The variation in sensitivity
associated with a change in both parameters is, however, rela-
tively small for the range of values shown in Table 1. A decrease
in the lateral inhibition parameter uo increases low frequency re-
sponse and therefore cannot account for any of the sensitivity
losses shown by individual species compared with the human
observer. The most important factors affecting the overall magni-
tude of the contrast sensitivity function (particularly the maxi-
mum value) are overall system detection efficiency and system
noise as quantified by the two parameter products

p
g K and

g Nit. The importance of these factors in controlling overall con-
trast sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 4b. The inter-species com-
parison is again for a retinal illuminance of 1000 Td, but now
each species has the system detection efficiency (

p
g K) and noise

factor (g Nit) values for the human system. The contrast sensitiv-
ity curves for the cat, goldfish, pigeon and rat all now display
similar peak sensitivity. The fact that the curves for these species



Fig. 5. Measurements of the receptive field surround profile for a cat X-on ganglion
cell receptive field surround (filled circles) and Y-on LGN cell receptive field
surround (open circles). The curve is the modeled point spread function for retinal
lateral inhibition in the cat.
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are slightly higher than for the human observer (and macaque)
at low frequencies can be accounted for by the reduced value
of the lateral inhibition parameter uo.

3. Physiological correlations

As outlined above, three important pre-cortical processes con-
tribute to vertebrate spatial vision, namely optical attenuation, ret-
inal sampling and lateral inhibition. An analysis of both retinal
sampling and optical attenuation factors in a range of vertebrates,
verified that the Rovamo–Barten model provides a realistic mech-
anistic description of both processes (Jarvis & Wathes, 2007). This
section addresses the lateral inhibition component of the model as
quantified by the parameter uo and examines its relationship with
known retinal physiology.

The MTF for lateral inhibition (H) in the model (Eq. (2)) de-
scribes the action of a high pass filter. The mechanism involved
is, however, one where a low pass filtered signal is subtracted from
a signal derived directly from the photoreceptors ie.

HðuÞ ¼ 1 � FðuÞ ð3Þ

where F is the MTF of the spatial low pass filter. As shown in the
Appendix (Section A.2), the function H is given by,

HðuÞ ¼ ½1 � expð�ðu=uoÞ2Þ� ð4Þ

where the parameter uo represents the spatial frequency above
which the action of lateral inhibition ceases.

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) gives;

FðuÞ ¼ 1 � ½1 � expð�ðu=uoÞ2Þ�0:5 ð5Þ

The point spread function (PSF) associated with Eq. (5) gives a radial
distance measure of the inhibiting surround signal. The PSF is pro-
vided by the Hankel transform of Eq. (5), but unfortunately no ana-
lytic expression exists for the mathematical form of this equation.
Barten (1999) has, however, shown that Eq. (5) can be closely
approximated by the expression,

FðuÞ ¼ 0:5 � ½expð�2ðu=uoÞÞ þ expð�ðu=uoÞ2Þ� ð6Þ

An analytic expression exists for the Hankel transform of Eq. (6) and
is given by,

f ðrÞ ¼ 0:25 � p � u2
o � ð1 þ p2u2

or2Þ�1:5 þ 0:5 � p � u2
o � expð�p2u2

or2Þ
ð7Þ

where r denotes radial distance. Eq. (7) represents the receptive
field of the inhibition process where the parameter uo is inversely
proportional to its radius (Barten, 1999).

It is now well accepted that the antagonistic surround region of
the ganglion cell receptive field represents a basic ‘‘point mecha-
nism” for lateral inhibition in the retina. This mechanism appears
in most vertebrate and invertebrate species (Land, 1985). Within
a single retina, many studies have shown that ganglion cell recep-
tive fields vary in both size and the spatial frequency tuning result-
ing from lateral inhibition (eg. Bernadete & Kaplan, 1997; Croner &
Kaplan, 1995; Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966; Enroth-Cugell,
Robson, Schweitzer-Tong, & Watson, 1983; Xu, Bonds, & Casa-
grande, 2002). Ganglion cells also differ in the type of information
they output. In the primate retina, some cells (P-cells) project
through to the parvocellular target in the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN). Others project through to the magnocellular and koniocellu-
lar target regions; M-cells, and K-cells respectively. Therefore
specifying a physiological correlate of the lateral inhibition recep-
tive field described by Eq. (7) offers difficulties. It would seem
probable, however, that this equation quantifies some mean or
average ganglion cell receptive field surround size. The approach
now taken to elucidate the physiological substrate of Eq. (7) is to
compare model calculations of receptive field size with size data
obtained through electrophysiology.

The first comparison is for the cat, where ganglion (and LGN)
cell receptive field profiles have been directly mapped (Kaplan,
Marcus, & So, 1979). The data points in Fig. 5 are measurements
of the antagonistic surround field profile for both a cat X-on centre
ganglion cell and Y-on centre LGN cell. Cells identified as X and Y in
the cat are considered equivalent to P- and M-cells respectively.
The X-cell receptive field profiled by Kaplan et. al. has a size very
close to the mean value found in a study of 21 ganglion X-cells
in the cat retina (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966). The curve in
Fig. 5 represents f (Eq. (7)) with the parameter uo placed equal to
0.3 c deg �1, this being the value found for the cat. Note that �f
is plotted to illustrate the antagonistic or negative-working behav-
iour of the surround field. Values of �f have also been normalised
to fit the data near r = 0. A good fit is seen between Eq. (7) and the
directly measured data.

Electrophysiology has also revealed ganglion cell receptive field
dimensions in a number of other species and these include the ma-
caque, owl monkey, goldfish and rat. Fig. 6 shows directly mea-
sured estimates of ganglion cell receptive field surround radius
(rs) for these species plotted against uo

�1. The value of uo for the
owl monkey was calculated from low frequency contrast sensitiv-
ity data measured by Jacobs (1977) and the remainder as specified
in previous sections. Values of rs in Fig. 6 are given for P-cells (solid
circles), M-cells (open circles) and non-specified (triangles). Each
value of rs represents a mean value for ganglion cells contained
within the central viewing region. Measured size data were ob-
tained from Lee, Kremers, and Yeh (1998) and Croner and Kaplan
(1995) for the macaque, (Xu et al., 2002) for the owl monkey,
Kaplan et al. (1979) and Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966) for the
cat, Partridge and Brown (1970) for the rat, and Daw (1968) for
the goldfish. The value of rs for the human visual system was not
derived from electrophysiology, but from the psychophysical study
performed by Blommaert, Heijnen, and Roufs (1987). These
authors directly estimated the human PSF associated with lateral
inhibition through detection thresholds for a small spot light stim-
ulus contained within an annular surround. The general trend for
the data of Fig. 6 conforms to the theoretical prediction that rs is
inversely proportional to uo.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows log (uo) plotted against log (G) where G de-
notes maximum ganglion cell density. Data for the eagle, rabbit,
tree shrew, squirrel monkey and chicken are added in this exami-
nation. The extra calculations of uo were carried out from pub-
lished behavioural contrast sensitivity from Reymond and Wolfe
(1981) for the eagle, Merigan (1976) for the squirrel monkey,



Fig. 6. Directly measured ganglion cell receptive field surround radius rs plotted
against parameter uo

�1. P-Cells (filled circles), M-cells (open circles), unspecified
(filled triangles). Species classification as in Fig. 4, with the addition of owl monkey
(om).

Fig. 7. Relationship between parameter uo and ganglion cell density G. The slope of
the linear regression line is 0.47. Species classification as in Figs. 4 and 6 with the
addition of eagle (e), squirrel monkey (sm), chicken (ch), rabbit (ra) and tree shrew
(ts).
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Petry, Fox, and Casagrande (1984) for the tree shrew, Abeyesinghe,
McMahon, Jarvis and Wathes (2007) for the chicken, and visually
evoked cortical responses (VECPs) obtained by Pak (1984) for the
rabbit. Ganglion cell density figures were obtained from Jarvis
and Wathes (2007) for the owl monkey, tree shrew, and chicken,
from Rolls and Cowey (1970) for the squirrel monkey, and from
Pettigrew et al. (1988) for the eagle and rabbit. The interesting fea-
ture of Fig. 7 is that the slope of the linear regression line shown is
almost exactly 0.5. This finding is consistent with a ganglion cell
receptive field surround radius that changes in direct proportion
to the distance between ganglion cells with central vision.

4. Discussion

Vertebrate spatial contrast sensitivity can be represented by the
Rovamo–Barten model for most of the species and stimulus condi-
tions examined. A feature of this model is that all of the intrinsic
mathematical parameters can be readily related to a specific opti-
cal or neural mechanism in the visual system. Once the set of
parameter values have been calculated for a given species, the
model is seen to be extremely robust in its predictive power when
applied to data obtained under a wide range of experimental and
laboratory conditions. An inspection of the results shown in Fig.
3, however, reveals a slight underestimation of low frequency con-
trast sensitivity for the lowest luminance levels in humans, the ma-
caque and the goldfish. This limitation of the model has been found
before in the study of human spatial contrast sensitivity conducted
by Barten (1999). The design of the model is fundamentally for
photopic viewing conditions, and so the failure indicated at low
light levels has been attributed by Barten to a switch from cone
to rod vision. Certainly the two lowest light levels shown in Fig.
3a are scotopic for the human system (Schlaer, 1937), and the low-
est in Fig. 3 c is scotopic for the goldfish (Bilotta & Powers, 1991).
On the other hand, Rovamo et al., 1994 do not find this limitation
when the model is applied to their own scotopic measurements.

The one data set where only approximate correlations are
achieved between theory and measurement is that from Pasternak
and Merigan (1981). As shown in Fig. 3f, the modeled curves devi-
ate significantly from the low frequency data given in their study.
This is because the model parameters (except for g Nit) have values
based on an analysis of contrast sensitivity measured by both Blake
et al. (1974) and Bisti and Maffei (1974). As shown in Fig. 2f, the
Pasternak & Merigan result indicates significantly less low fre-
quency sensitivity in the cat compared with the other two studies.
The reasons for the disparity between the Pasternak & Merigan
study and the other two are unclear. Again, considerable variation
between model and measurement at all frequencies is seen for the
two lowest luminance conditions in the Pasternak & Merigan data
of Fig. 3f. These two luminance levels are well below the scotopic
transition point for the cat and so the breakdown of the model
may simply be due to the switch to rod vision.

In general, a reduction in stimulus luminance also leads to a
more low-pass characteristic for the contrast sensitivity function.
The Rovamo–Barten model predicts this behaviour, which is a con-
sequence of high photon noise. For this condition, total internal
noise N tends toward H2 Nqt (see Eq. (A1) in the Appendix). The lat-
eral inhibition term H (which controls the band-pass behaviour of
the contrast sensitivity function) then cancels out in the main
model expression (Eq. (2)). This loss in lateral inhibition is consis-
tent with recent theoretical studies of the role played by the retina
in improving signal/noise ratio at low luminances (Graham,
Chandler, & Field, 2006). Electrophysiological data of ganglion cell
receptive field characteristics also reveal a reduction or complete
loss of lateral inhibition at low luminances in the cat (Kaplan
et al., 1979; Peichl & Wassle, 1979). The physiological mechanism
for this is, however, not fully understood. It is observed in these
studies, that the measured receptive field centre expands consider-
ably at low luminances. This could be due either to a reduction in
the strength of the inhibitory surround or a masking of the sur-
round by the enlargement of the receptive field centre. Such an
expansion would take place to increase the photon catch from a
basically low level input, with a consequential masking of the lat-
eral inhibition mechanism.

For central vision, the receptive field size of the lateral inhibi-
tion process is modeled through the single parameter uo and, as
shown in Section 3, correlates reasonably well with directly mea-
sured (generic) ganglion field size data for a range of species. To
some extent this analysis is facilitated because although ganglion
cell receptive fields have a significant size distribution within a gi-
ven species, there is a very large variation of the representative or
mean size from species to species as shown in Fig. 6. There are,
however, a number of issues relating to which type or types of gan-
glion cell are associated with uo. For example, ganglion cells of the
M-type and P-type convey luminance and colour information
respectively and as a consequence of this functional difference,
M-type have been suggested as cells subserving the spatial con-
trast sensitivity function (Barten, 1999; Plainis & Murray, 2005).
This would link uo with M-type ganglion cells. However, the
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situation appears more complex, with the colour-responding P-
cells conveying luminance information at high spatial frequencies,
and M-cells luminance information at low frequencies (Lennie,
1993; Leonova, Pokorny, & Smith, 2003). For M-cells, this situation
is reflected in a more low-pass MTF characteristic compared with
P-cells. Xu et al. (2002). Psychophysical studies using narrow-band
spatially-pulsed stimuli (Leonova et al., 2003) or chemically in-
duced pathway lesions studies (Merigan & Maunsell, 1993) have
also shown the overall M-pathway to be low-pass in character.
The strong band-pass nature of the behavioural photopic contrast
sensitivity function is reflected more by the shape of the P-path-
way MTF. This raises the possibility that uo may be associated with
P-type ganglion cells. The good fit between the X-cell receptive
field surround directly mapped by Kaplan et al. (1979) and the
modeled profile shown in Fig. 5 would support this postulate.
The increased importance of P-cells in central spatial vision is cer-
tainly consistent with the fact that their density is considerably
higher than M-cells in many species. In the fovea, P/M cell ratio
is about 0.95 in the human visual system (Dacey, 1993), and
around 0.8 in both the cat (Peichl & Wassle, 1979) and the marmo-
set (Gomes, Silveira, Saito, & Yamada, 2005). However, any conclu-
sions drawn from the limited data of Figs. 5–7 regarding the type of
ganglion cell associated with uo must be regarded as speculative.

Finally, it is of interest to discuss overall contrast sensitivity
performance on a mechanistic inter-species basis. As Fig. 4 shows,
all species examined have reduced overall contrast sensitivity
compared with the human observer. For a given non-human spe-
cies (excluding the macaque), the estimated signal transfer prop-
erties of all major stages in the visual process are inferior to the
human (see Tables 1 and 2). As revealed in Section 2.3, poor opti-
cal performance and retinal sampling can account for the high
frequency reduction in sensitivity in the cat, goldfish, pigeon
and rat. The reduction in overall magnitude of the contrast sensi-
tivity function in non-human species is, however, due mainly to
reduced system detection efficiency (as quantified by

p
g K) and

poor noise in the visual system (as reflected in a high value of
g Nit). The macaque offers an interesting comparison because
model parameter estimations for this species reveal optical,
receptor sampling, lateral inhibition and internal noise perfor-
mance levels comparable to the human observer. Its maximum
contrast sensitivity is, however, only around 20% that for humans
(see Fig. 4a). If is assumed that the quantum efficiency (g) of this
species is similar to that of the human system, then the reduction
in overall contrast sensitivity displayed by the macaque stems en-
tirely from a reduced cortical detection ability. The reduced over-
all contrast sensitivity of the cat may also be simply due to
reduced cortical detection, since its quantum efficiency appears
to be greater than for the human visual system (Bonds & MacCle-
od, 1974).
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